Aberrant sense of agency in patients with schizophrenia: forward and backward over-attribution of temporal causality during intentional action.
Self-disturbances in schizophrenia have been explained and studied from the standpoint of an abnormal sense of agency. We devised an agency-attribution task that evaluated explicit experiences of the temporal causal relations between an intentional action and an external event, without any confounding from sense of ownership of body movement. In each trial, a square piece appeared on the bottom of a computer screen and moved upward. Subjects were instructed to press a key when they heard a beep. When the key was pressed, the piece jumped with various temporal biases. Subjects were instructed to make an agency judgment for each trial. We demonstrated that an excessive sense of agency was observed in patients with schizophrenia compared with normal controls. Moreover, patient groups had a greater tendency to feel a sense of agency even when external events were programmed to precede their action. Therefore, patients felt both forward and backward exaggerated causal efficacy in the temporal event sequence during the intentional action. Confusion in the experience of temporal causal relations between the self and the external world may underlie self-disturbances in schizophrenia.